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Pain modulation in the spinal
cord

Cli�ord J. Woolf*

FM Kirby Neurobiology Center, Boston Children’s Hospital and Department of Neurobiology,

Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA, United States

The sensory inflow from the periphery that triggers innocuous and painful

sensations is highly complex, capturing key elements of the nature of any

stimulus, its location, intensity, and duration, and converting this to dynamic

action potential firing across a wide population of a�erents. While sensory

a�erents are highly specialized to detect these features, their input to the spinal

cord also triggers active processing and modulation there which determines

its output, to drive the sensory percept experienced and behavioral responses.

Focus on such active spinal modulation was arguably first introduced by

Melzack andWall in their Spinal CordGateControl theory. This theory has had a

profound influence on our understanding of pain, and especially its processing,

as well as leading directly to the development of clinical interventions, and

its historical importance certainly needs to be fully recognized. However,

the enormous progress we are making in the understanding of the function

of the somatosensory system, means that it is time to incorporate these

newly discovered features into a more complex and accurate model of spinal

sensory modulation.
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Introduction

It is now almost six decades since the Gate Control Theory was first articulated in

a major review in Science by Melzack and Wall (1). The article has been cited almost

16,000 times and has had a truly profound impact on our approach to the understanding

and treatment of pain (2–6). However, while the Gate Control Theory offered new

insight into the potential mechanisms responsible for the operation and modulation of

the somatosensory system, and certainly triggered much work on nociceptive circuit

organization in the spinal cord, it was based on a very limited data set. Because the

neuroscience field has advanced technically in ways that would have been unimaginable

in 1965, it is time now to recognize the over-simplistic notions that constituted the basis

for the original gate control theory, something Pat Wall himself recognized in an article

in 1996 (7), and begin to replace it with an up-to-date assessment of spinal nociceptive

processing, one that more fully captures our current understanding of the operation of

the spinal cord in the generation of pain.

A major driver of the original Gate Control theory was to address how neurons

encode the signals leading to the sensory experience of pain. At that time there was a
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vigorous debate as to whether somatic sensations resulted

only from a specific set of highly specialized sensory neurons

triggering activity in clearly delineated circuits or was the

consequence instead of the spatiotemporal patterns of activity

in non-specialized afferents. Melzack and Wall explicitly stated

that they considered both these theories to be both partially

wrong and partially right. The knowledge on the specialization

and nature of different sensory afferents was at that time limited,

especially for C-fiber neurons, nevertheless the specificity theory

pushed for sensation being a fixed and direct path (labeled line)

from a defined peripheral trigger that only activated a specific set

of specialized sensory neurons leading to the activation of those

brain circuits that drive the appropriate sensory perception. In

contrast, the pattern theory held that there was no modality

specificity, it was only the nature of the complex spatiotemporal

patterns of activity in a broad set of unspecialized neurons that

created a central pattern of activity that could either lead to

innocuous or painful sensations. Melzack and Wall came up

with a new theory to overcome the weaknesses they identified

in both these theories, a model which focused primarily on a

balanced central control (or gate as they phrased it, following

the term used then for the “gating” role of transistors in

electrical circuits) of afferent input into the spinal cord. They

hypothesized that activity in A fibers would close a spinal

gate by activating an inhibitory interneuron in the substantia

gelatinosa, which would then presynaptically block input from

all slowly conducting unmyelinated C fiber to spinal cord-to-

brain projection neurons. In contrast, activity in C-fibers would

shut off the activity of the inhibitory interneuron in the dorsal

horn, opening the gate and driving activation of the neurons that

project from the spinal cord to the brain to produce pain. The

gate control theory only had a very limited set of components.

Input was either in low threshold A fibers or high threshold C-

fibers, and these A and C fiber inputs were proposed to feed

into only two sets of neurons in the spinal cord, a projection

neuron (which they called a Transmission cell which received

excitatory input from both A and C fibers (low and high

threshold input), and a single class of inhibitory interneuron in

the superficial dorsal horn which they hypothesized was only

activated by A fibers and inhibited by C fibers, and that only

had presynaptic inhibitory synapses, which was the proposed

primary mechanism for the gate control—shutting off sensory

inflow in C-fibers to the spinal cord to reduce pain or enabling

such inflow to produce pain. In addition, they proposed that

there was a central inhibitory input from the brain to the spinal

circuit but provided minimal details on the origin or nature of

this control.

The reason we need to move on from the original gate

control theory is that the model, while inspiring and of great

historical importance, is we must now recognize, outdated and

too simplistic. We now know there are both low threshold C-

fibers (low threshold C mechanoreceptors) and high threshold

Aβ and Aδ fiber nociceptors (7), so pain is not simply a

consequence of the balance of activity between A and C fibers, or

of the control of the input of these afferents into the spinal cord.

Primary sensory neurons are highly specialized to detect specific

aspects of stimuli from the organs they innervate, as revealed

by the Nobel Prize to David Julius and Ardem Patapoutian

in 2021 for identifying the ion channel transducers of many

external stimuli (8). Primary afferents are all excitatory in any

case, so it is not clear how C fiber input could directly inhibit

inhibitory interneurons, as proposed in the gate control theory.

Furthermore, the theory required some low level of constitutive

ongoing activity in C fibers to hold the gate open, but there is

minimal if any such activity, except in disease states. In addition,

most projection neurons in the dorsal horn are nociceptive-

specific, not wide dynamic range, as specified in the Gate Control

model, and there is not just one type of projection/transmission

neuron but several distinct types with different inputs and

projecting to different nuclei in the brainstem or brain. There

are also very many different specific types of inhibitory and

excitatory interneurons in the dorsal horn.

The circuitry of the spinal cord is, therefore, very complex,

and we need to recognize and understand this. Indeed, while

presynaptic inhibition does occur, it is we now appreciate,

less of a controller than postsynaptic inhibition, and that both

inhibition and excitation have multiple different feed forward

and feedback elements (9–12). Finally, in addition to the

expanded understanding of the nature and dynamics of the

sensory inflow generated in highly specialized sensory neurons

and the multiple different circuits they activate in the dorsal

horn, we also now recognize that non-neuronal cells (glia and

microglia) have an active role in generating pain-triggering

processes in the spinal cord (13, 14), something not featured

in the gate control theory. In essence, the nature of the sensory

inflow, the complex circuits they activate as well as the output

from the spinal cord, are all much more complex and differently

organized from the model spelt out in the Gate Control theory.

One of themost novel features of the original theory was that

it highlighted the presence of, and opportunity for manipulation

of the gate control circuit, with primary focus on how activity

in A fibers would shut the gate by reducing the inflow of

the C-fiber input to the circuit. This was despite the fact that

tactile allodynia is a major feature of clinical pain, where activity

in low threshold A fibers, which normal evokes innocuous

sensations, now produces pain. The presence of tactile allodynia

is the precise opposite of the major predicted element of the

gate control theory, that A fiber input closes the gate. Another

issue is secondary hyperalgesia, how a lesion triggers changes

in sensitivity outside the area of the lesion, for which no

clear explanation was provided in the proposed gate control

mechanisms, even though it is a common feature of clinical

pain hypersensitivity.

The major therapeutic implication of the spinal gate control

theory was that an increase in A fiber input, by decreasing C fiber

input, would be analgesic, and this proposal contributed to the
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development of neuromodulation for pain relief, either through

transcutaneous nerve stimulation or spinal cord stimulation.

While this remains one of the major positive consequences

of the model, and multiple series of interventions designed

specifically to close the gate that have been successfully used in

many thousands of patients, we need to recognize that for many

contemporary neuromodulation approaches, the most effective

analgesia is generated at a high frequency with no paresthesia

(15–17) and that this points to the analgesia as not simply

being due to driving normal levels of A fiber input into the

spinal cord, something also reinforced by the observation that

neuromodulation analgesia is much more widespread than a

model of a balanced input from spatially restricted areas would

predict (18).

Certainly, a balance of excitation and inhibition, as in all

parts of the CNS, plays a critical role in nociceptive circuit

function, but this is much more than just a presynaptic filtering

of afferent input. Both the loss of inhibitory interneuron activity

(disinhibition) and an increase in the excitability/synaptic

input of projection neurons (central sensitization) are major

contributors to the generation of acute and many clinical pain

syndromes, whereas loss of A fiber input is simply not a major

player. The theory would predict that a loss only of A fibers

would produce spontaneous pain, but such a selective loss of

A fibers is a rare event and appears not to cause pain while

microneurography in patients reveals that spontaneous pain is

largely driven through activation of nociceptors (19), suggesting

that “loss of gating” alone may not initiate pain.

What progress have we made in our study of sensory

processing and its modulation in the spinal cord since 1965?

The opportunities provided by the selective optical activation

or inhibition of particular primary afferents or of distinct CNS

neuronal populations (20–24), combined with chemogenetic

manipulations, particularly DREADDS, which enable the select

activation or suppression of defined subsets of neurons (25–

27) as well as targeted CRISPR gene editing (28), is a total

game changer—at last we can identify the specific function

of particular sets of neurons. Furthermore, our ability to

dynamically capture the activity profiles of defined neuronal

populations and establish their relationships to behavioral

reactions that reflect pain in awake behaving mice is another

profound technical breakthrough (29, 30), as is the use of

machine learning to capture the data, and artificial intelligence

to process and model it (31, 32). Single cell profiling of neurons

and non-neuronal cells provides information on the precise

nature/identity of all the relevant cells, and if and how they

change in disease states and alter their excitability (33–35), while

serial EM connectomics is beginning to reveal the precise circuit

arrangements in the CNS, and its structural plasticity (36), and

now needs to be applied to the spinal cord. Essentially, the black

box approach to spinal cord function is almost over, we can

literally now begin to take it apart and define exactly how it

works and relate this to human/patient studies with functional

imaging and other similar measures (37). These are very active

areas of interest of many different laboratories.

Discussion

The purpose of this perspective has been to both highlight

the historical importance of the Gate Control theory and assert

that it is time to move on to a more up-to-date model, one

that is based on our current understanding of spinal cord

processing, which is much more than a simple presynaptic

gain control, something Pat well recognized in 1996 (38). I

predict that a new spinal sensory processing model will emerge

soon from the rapidly accumulating new data, that hopefully

will be as impactful now as the original model was then,

providing us key insight into the operational organization of

the spinal cord for physiological nociceptive pain and during

pathological pain conditions and again defining potential novel

interventional strategies.

I had the privilege of working with Pat Wall at the start

of my career and I know he would be as excited as I am at

the prospect of a data-driven detailed understanding of the

actual processing of sensory information in the spinal cord

that drives pain (38), something that is, hopefully, at last

imminent. There is no doubt such a new model will still focus

on the processing that can lead to or suppress pain, even

if the mechanisms and details may differ substantially from

the model that has guided us for so many years. However,

while now perhaps obsolete, that model was most certainly the

major trigger for our ever-improving understanding of spinal

sensory processing.
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